VARIOUS AIRPORT SITE / CIVIL IMPROVEMENTS (PROJECT 2)

FUNDING
AIP 024-2018 (Design)
AIP 026-2020 (Construction)

DESIGN
WK Dickson

CONSTRUCTION
AOS Specialty Contractors, Inc.

SCOPE
This project consists of the construction of three distinct airside improvements:

- Retaining Wall Rehabilitation and Extension;
- Rehabilitation of drainage inlets within airfield grassed islands between Runway 13-31 and Taxiway' A';
- Pavement Repair- Taxiway A5.

This is the second phase of the overall “Various Airport Site / Civil Improvements” project to be constructed. Work was all within the Airfield and included the repair and replacement of approximately 225 feet of Taxiway A5 near its intersection with Runway 31; The expansion of the earlier constructed retaining wall between Runway 31 and the rail spur in order to provide improved area surface drainage and ease of mowing. Finally, structural improvements to the airfield grate inlets enhanced safety in the event of a large aircraft Runway excursion.